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Abstract
We consider a model of endogenous human capital formation with competitively

determined wages. Discrimination is sustainable in equilibrium in the presence of two
distinguishable, butex ante identical groups of workers. An affirmative action policy
consisting of a quota may ‘fail’ in the sense that there still may be equilibria where groups
are treated differently. However, the incentives to invest for agents in the discriminated
group are improved by affirmative action if the initial equilibrium is the most discriminatory
equilibrium in the model without the policy. The welfare effects are ambiguous. It is
possible that the policy makes the intended beneficiaries worse off: even if the starting point
is the most discriminatory equilibrium the expected payoff may decrease for all agents in
the target group.
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1. Introduction

Coate and Loury (1993) provided a new reason for caution with preferential
policies above and beyond the usual efficiency arguments against quotas. They
study a model of statistical discrimination in job assignments where identifiable
groups are identical ex ante and discrimination is sustained as a self-confirming
prophecy due to feedback effects between expected job assignments and incentives
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to invest in human capital. Under some circumstances affirmative action removes
all equilibria with discrimination, but under equally plausible circumstances there
are still equilibria where groups behave differently and employers rationally
perceive members of one of the groups to be less capable. Affirmative action may
even reduce the incentives to invest in human capital for the discriminated group,
increasing disparity in investments. The policy may thus encourage employers to
patronize the disadvantaged group instead of solving the underlying problem.

An important weakness with Coate and Loury’s argument is that their model is
not fully competitive. Employers assign a random sample of workers to jobs on the
basis of observable characteristics and equilibrium investment behavior. Job
assignments are chosen in order to maximize profits given some exogenously fixed
wages that do not adjust to changes in market conditions, such as changes in
investment behavior or the introduction of the affirmative action policy. This may
seem like an innocuous simplification. After all, competitive firms take equilibrium
wages as exogenously given, so it may appear that fixing wages exogenously may
not be much of an issue. The problem with this is that apolicy intervention
changes the profitability on hiring different groups of workers. Since discrimina-
tion is best viewed as an economy-wide problem one would therefore think that an
intervention should lead to changes in the equilibrium wages, meaning that the
partial equilibrium analysis potentially leaves out important margins.

Our paper explores the consequences of affirmative action in a simple general
equilibrium framework. The main novelty compared with Coate and Loury (1993)
is that wages are determined competitively and because of general equilibrium
effects we obtain some results that are in sharp contrast with the analysis with
exogenous wages concerning the effects of affirmative action.

We show that when a quota is introduced in a situation where blacks are
discriminated against, the firms must respond by assigning more black (white)
workers to the more (less) demanding job. This makes the expected productivity in
the more demanding job (the job that requires human capital investment) lower for
the marginal black worker than for the marginal white worker. The competitive
wage is to pay a worker in the demanding job in accordance with expected
marginal products (as without the quota), while workers in the low-skill job now
are paid the expected marginal product in the demanding job for the critical
worker in the group.

The quota thus tends to reduce the wage in the less demanding job for black
workers. Contrary to the perverse effects on incentives in Coate and Loury’s
model this tends toimprove incentives and while there may still be equilibria with
discrimination under affirmative action the policy will at least result in a higher

1proportion of investors in the target group. Instead, the policy can result in

1The caveat is that there may be several discriminatory equilibria and the result may not hold if
workers initially coordinate on an equilibrium with an ‘intermediate degree’ of discrimination and
re-coordinate on the most discriminatory equilibrium after the policy is introduced. To deal with this
problem we compare worst case scenarios.
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perverse distributional consequences. The improved incentives raise the proportion
of skilled workers in the target group, but nothing guarantees that this effect is
strong enough to offset the negative effect on wages in the low-skill job. Hence, it
is possible that the targeted beneficiaries of affirmative action are made worse off

2by the policy.
In addition to endogenizing wages we also consider a more general production

technology than Coate and Loury (1993), which allows for different tasks to be
complementary inputs in production. When tasks are complementary we show that
incentives to invest for workers of any group are decreasing in the proportion of
workers that invest in the other group. This cross-group externality is a novel
feature in the literature on statistical discrimination and has interesting conse-
quences for the willingness of a dominant group to eliminate discrimination.
Unlike the standard models where discrimination is explained as a pure coordina-
tion failure, the dominant group will under plausible circumstances be better off
under discrimination compared to the best symmetric equilibrium.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present the model in Section 2.
In Section 3 we characterize the equilibria in the laissez faire regime with the
policy and explain briefly how our model is qualitatively different from the
previous literature. The implications of labor market quotas are studied in Section
4 and in Section 5 we discuss how the labor market quota in our model
corresponds with actual affirmative action policies. Section 6 concludes. Most
proofs are relegated to Appendix A.

2. The model

The model has two firms engaged in Bertrand competition for workers and a
3continuum of workers with mass normalized to unity. Each worker belongs to one

Jof two identifiable groups,B or W and we denote byl the respective fraction in
the population forJ 5B, W. Prior to entering the labor market each worker must
make an ex ante human capital investment decision. The decision is binary, either
the worker invests in her human capital and becomes aqualified worker, or the

2Welch (1976) argues that some workers in the target group may be made worse off by a quota.
Discussing a model where job assignments are first best efficient in the absence of a quota he argues
that the marginal productivity in the unskilled job may go down if the firms would respond by
assigning skilled whites to the unskilled job, thereby hurting unskilled blacks. Our argument is different
in several ways. The driving force is that competitive wages are determined in a qualitatively different
way with affirmative action and the logic does not rest on changes in the factor ratio. Moreover,all
blacks may lose in our model.

3The model works also with a traditional competitive market with firms taking wages as given. This
alternative model yieldsexactly the same equilibrium characterization. In this paper we have chosen to
stick with an explicitly game theoretic formulation mainly because the economics of the model are
easier to understand from the deviation arguments used in the analysis of Bertrand competition. In
addition, some technical issues are avoided by the game theoretic model.
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worker does not invest. If a worker invests, she incurs costc which is distributed
according to the cumulative distributionG c , while no cost is incurred otherwise.s d
All agents are risk neutral, so the utility of a qualified worker who earns wagew is
w 2 c, while the utility of a worker who does not invest isw.

To generate output, firms need workers performing two tasks, acomplex task
and asimple task. Only qualified workers are able to perform the complex task
while all workers are equally productive in the simple task. The effective input of
labor in the complex task,C, is thus taken to be the quantity ofqualified workers
employed in the complex task, while the input of labor in the simple task,S, is the
quantity of workers (of both types) employed in the task. Output is given byy C,s
S wherey is a smooth neoclassical constant returns to scale production function.d

Employers are unable to observe whether a worker is qualified or not, but
observe instead a signalu [ 0, 1 , distributed according to densityf if the workerf g q

is qualified and f otherwise. Both densities are continuously differentiable,u

bounded away from zero andf u /f u is strictly increasing inu. This monotones d s dq u

likelihood ratio property implies that the posterior probability that a worker from
Jgroup J with signalu is qualified given priorp ,

J
p f us dqJ ]]]]]]psu,p d; , (1)J J

p f u 1s12p d f us d s dq u

is strictly increasing inu, so qualified workers are more likely to get high signals.
We let F and F denote the associated cumulative distributions.q u

The timing is described in Fig. 1. Firstly, each worker decides whether or not to
invest and is then assigned a (publicly observable) signalu by nature. The firms
then simultaneously announce wages and workers’ allocation to tasks, which are
allowed to depend on the signal and group identity, so formally an action for firmi

J Jis to select somewage schedule w : 0, 1 → R and atask assignment rule t : 0,f g fi 1 i

1 → complex, simple for each groupJ. Workers observe the posted wages (andg h j
task assignment rules) and decide which firm to work for before payoffs are
realized.

Since investments are not observed by the firms it is irrelevant whether wages
4are posted simultaneously or after the investment decisions. The timing of events

Fig. 1. Timeline (real time).

4See Moro and Norman (2001) for details.
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should therefore be considered a description of how the game proceeds in ‘real
time’, while in a game theoretic sense the posting of wages and task assignments is
simultaneous with the investment decisions. The only place where sequential
rationality plays a role in the analysis is therefore in the workers’ acceptance rules.

3. Equilibria

We use as our solution concept Nash equilibria that satisfy the additional
requirement that workers sort themselves to firms in a sequentially rational manner
after any history of play. Formally, this means that we look for equilibria where
conditionally strictly dominated strategies are eliminated.

Our first result describes the conditions on wages and task assignments that
must hold in order for firms to behave optimally given some arbitrary investment
behavior by the workers.

Proposition 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for firms to play best
B Wresponses when fractions p 5 (p , p ) of the workers invest is that both firms

B Wassign workers to tasks according to cut-off rules with thresholds (u (p), u (p))
which solve

J J Jmax y O l p (12F (u )),qSB W 2u , u [ 0, 1f g J5B, W

J J J J JO l (p F (u )1 (12p )F (u )) , (2)q u D
J5B, W

b W 5and post wage schedules (w (u ; p), w (u ; p)) given by

≠y J] for u ,u (p)
≠SJw (u ; p)5 for J 5B, W. (3)≠yJ J5 ]psu,p d for u $u (p)

≠C

To understand this we first observe that the probability that a worker is qualified
defined in (1) is strictly increasing in the signal, implying that cut-off rules are

Joptimal when allocating workers to tasks. If all firms use the same thresholdu for
groupJ (true in equilibrium) the inputs of complex and simple labor from groupJ

J J J J J J J Jare l p (12F (u )) and l (p F (u )1 (12p )F (u )), respectively, and totalq q u

labor inputs are obtained by summing over the two groups. The proposition thus
says that workers are allocated so as to maximize output conditional on investment

5Wages and task assignments can deviate from the characterization in Proposition 1 over sets of
signals with measure zero. To be able to state succinctly if and only if results we ignore qualifications
like ‘for almost all u ’ in the main body of the paper, but we do take care of this in the proofs.
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behavior and that each worker is paid her expected marginal product in the task
she is assigned to.

The omitted arguments of the partial derivatives in (3) are the arguments in (2)
Bevaluated at the optimal solution. Since the labor inputs depend on bothp and

W
p this means that the equilibrium wage scheme for groupJ in general depends
on the investment behavior in both groups. In order to stress this dependence
(which is important for Proposition 3 below) we define the equilibrium factor ratio

J J JO l p (12F (u (p))q
J5B, W

]]]]]]]]]]]]r p 5 . (4)s d
J J J J JO l (p F (u (p))1 (12p )F (u (p)))q u

J5B, W

By constant returns we may evaluate the marginal products in (3) atC 5 r p ands d
S 5 1.

The analysis is made considerably more straightforward from the fact that (2)
has a unique solution. This means that the thresholds, and therefore alsor p iss d
uniquely defined for eachp.

JLemma 1. Problem (2) has a unique solution whenever p . 0 for some J.

In a full equilibrium, investments must be best responses to the wages, implying
that a worker invests if and only if the gain in expected earnings is higher than the

Jcost c. Given the best response wages, letI p denote the (potentially group-s d
specific) difference in expected earnings between investors and non-investors. We
refer to this as the (gross)incentives to invest and use direct substitution from (3)
to write this as

1 1

J J JI p 5E w (u ; p)f u du 2E w (u ; p)f u dus d s d s dq u

0 0

≠y r p , 1 ≠y r p , 1s s d d s s d dJ J]]] ]]]5 (F (u (p))2F (u (p)))1q u≠S ≠C
1

3 E p u,p ( f u 2 f u ) du. (5)s d s d s dq u

Ju (p )

The importance of (5) is that, by appeal to Lemma 1, it shows that conditional on
any assumed investment behavior there is a uniquely determined benefit of
investment.

In equilibrium, workers invest if and only if the benefit is higher than the cost,
JsoGsI p d is the best response fraction of investment in groupJ and equilibria ares d

characterized by a fixed point equation inp.
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Proposition 2. The fraction of investors in any equilibrium solves

J J
p 5GsI p d. (6)s d

Moreover, any solution to (6) corresponds with an equilibrium of the model.

In light of this result we refer to a solution to (6) as an ‘equilibrium’ from now
on. Equilibria always exist, which is established by checking continuity of the

6function on the right hand side of (6).
B WAmong the equilibria there is always at least one equilibrium wherep 5p .

Employers have no incentives to treat groups differently if they invest at the same
rate, so the thresholds solving (2) must be identical for the two groups. The wage
schemes in (3) are thus identical across groups implying that incentives to invest
are also the same. Symmetric equilibria are thus characterized by a univariate
analogue to (6) and existence again follows from checking continuity.

B WA discriminatory equilibrium is a solution to (6) wherep ±p . Firms then
correctly believe that workers from, say, groupB are less likely to be qualified. In
such an equilibrium the wage scheme for groupB is uniformly below the wage
schedule for groupW andB workers receive lower signals on average, so average
earnings are also lower in groupB. Our notion of discrimination is therefore
equivalent with the more conventional definition of economic discrimination in
terms of wage differentials. Discriminatory equilibria exist for a non-negligible set
of parametrizations of the model. The exact statement and proof of this claim is
analogous to Proposition 5 in Section 4 and since our main focus is on the model
with affirmative action we leave it to the reader to adapt the argument to the model
without the policy.

3.1. Cross-group effects on incentives

A novel feature of our model compared to the literature is that there is a
negative ‘externality’between groups. In our model incentives to invest in human
capital are affected adversely by an increase in human capital in the other group if
y C, S is strictly concave in both arguments. Moreover, the same forces that creates d
these negative effects on incentives also make average income and welfare of one
group to decrease with an increase in the human capital of the other group.

Proposition 3. Suppose that y C, S is homogenous of degree one and strictlys d
B B B W Wconcave in both arguments and fix p . 0. Then I (p , p ) is decreasing in p

Jover the whole unit interval and strictly decreasing whenever 0,u p , 1 fors d
both groups.

6See Moro and Norman (2001) for details.
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The reader may consult Moro and Norman (2001) for a complete proof.
However, we use this result when comparing equilibria with and without
affirmative action (Proposition 6 appeals to Proposition 3). Moreover, the
proposition has some relevance in itself for how to rationalize color conscious
policies. We will therefore provide a heuristic explanation of the result to help
build some intuition for why Proposition 3 is true.

For simplicity, suppose that investments are not too different in the two groups,
in which case (2) has an interior solution which is fully characterized by the first
order conditions

≠y(r(p), 1) ≠y(r(p), 1)J J ]]] ]]]p(u (p),p ) 5 (7)
≠C ≠S

for J 5B, W. It is routine to check from (7) that the implicit function theorem
Japplies so that the first order conditions may be differentiated with respect top .

JThe first step is to establish that≠r(p) /≠p . 0, that the ratio of complex to
simple labor increases when more workers become qualified. To see this, assume

Jfor contradiction that≠r(p) /≠p # 0. The marginal productivity of complex
J(simple) labor is decreasing (increasing) in the factor ratio andp(u, p ) is

Jincreasing in both arguments so, by using (7), we see that if≠r(p) /≠p # 0, then
J J

≠u (p) /≠p # 0 for both groups with strict inequality in at least one group. We
Jthen note thatr p is defined in terms ofp and u p in (4) and that ifs d s d

J J W
≠u (p) /≠p # 0 for both groups, then (4) implies that≠r(p) /≠p .0, which is a
contradiction.

WHence, we conclude that≠r(p) /≠p . 0 and by again using condition (7) for
B WgroupB it follows that≠u (p) /≠p . 0. The effect on the wage scheme for group

B is shown in the graph to the left in Fig. 2, from which it should be clear that
incentives to invest are reduced.

The increase in the factor ratio affect wages in the complex task negatively also

Fig. 2. The effect of an increase in the fraction of investors in groupW.
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in groupW (see graph to the right in Fig. 2,↓ ) but for that group there is also aa

direct effect ↑ due to the increase in the posterior probability that a worker froms db
Wthe group is qualified (p( ? , p )). The net effect on incentives can go either way in

Wgeneral and the only thing that can be shown is that for low enoughp the effect
Wis positive and that for high enoughp the effect is negative.

The cross-group externality adds what we view as a rather realistic feature to the
literature on equilibrium discrimination. A highly plausible possibility in our
model is that all agents in the group with the higher fraction of qualified workers
are better off in a discriminatory equilibrium than in the best symmetric
equilibrium. The model is thus capable of explaining why a dominant majority
would be hesitant to adopt policies aimed at eliminating discrimination, something
that cannot be rationalized in standard models, where groups are treated as if they
were living in separate economies (see for example Akerlof (1976), Coate and
Loury (1993) and Spence (1974)). In these models discrimination is a pure
coordination failure where some group is coordinating on a bad equilibrium and
the dominant group would then have no reason to object if the coordination failure
somehow could be solved for the discriminated group.

The externality between groups is driven by standard scarcity concerns and
disappears in the special case wherey C, S 5aC 1bS for somea .b .0 (thes d
technology in Coate and Loury (1993) is of this form). The threshold signals
solving (2) may then be obtained without reference to the other group since the

Jmarginal products are constant. Workers in each group earnapsu, p d if the signal
is above the threshold andb otherwise so the equilibrium conditions reduce to two
identical fixed point equations in a single variable.

4. Affirmative action

Most real world affirmative action programs involve requirements that the
representation of targeted groups is somehow comparable with the available pool
of potential candidates. We follow Coate and Loury (1993) and model this as a
constraint that says thatthe share of workers from group B in each task is equal to
the share of workers from groupB in the population. In equilibrium, all firms offer
identical wage schedules and set identical thresholds and the affirmative action
constraint for a representative firm then simply says that the proportion of workers
below the threshold is the same in each group. In the affirmative action regime the
constrained optimal threshold signals are therefore obtained as the solution to

J J J J J J J Jmax y O l p (12F (u )), O l (p F (u )1 (12p )F (u ))q q uS D2uB, uW[[0, 1] J5B, W J5B, W

B B B B W W W Wsubject to p F (u )1 (12p )F (u )5p F (u )1 (12p )F (u ). (8)q u q u
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While this cannot be seen from (8) it is actually important that there is affirmative
action in both the complex and the simple task. See Section 5 for a brief discussion
of the issues.

Our first result of the section characterizes equilibrium wages and task
assignments.

Proposition 4. A necessary and sufficient condition for firms to play best
B Wresponses when fractions p 5 (p ,p ) of the workers invest is that both firms

B Wˆ ˆassign workers to tasks according to cut-off rules with thresholds (u (p), u (p))
that are obtained as the (unique) solution to (8) and that all firms post wage

B Wˆ ˆschedules (w (u ; p), w (u ; p)) given by

ˆ≠y(r(p), 1)J J Jˆ ]]]p(u (p),p ) for u ,u (p)
≠CJŵ (u ; p)5 (9)ˆ≠y(r(p), 1)J J5 ]]]psu,p d for u $u (p)

≠C

ˆfor J 5B, W, where the factor ratio r(p) is defined as (4) with thresholds replaced
B W 7ˆ ˆby (u (p), u (p)).

An outline of the proof is in Appendix A. For intuition we first observe that
B W B Wˆ ˆu (p),u (p) if p ,p , which follows directly from the constraint in (8) after

observing thatF first order stochastically dominatesF as a consequence of theq u

monotone likelihood ratio assumption. The thresholds must also satisfy the
necessary and sufficient conditions for a solution to (8),

ˆ ˆ≠y(r(p), 1) ≠y(r(p), 1)W W W Wˆ]]] ]]]2l p(u (p),p )1l 2m 5 0
≠C ≠S . (10)ˆ ˆ≠y(r(p), 1) ≠y(r(p), 1)B B B Bˆ]]] ]]]2l p(u (p),p )1l 1m 5 0
≠C ≠S

Combining these two equations we have that the weighted average of the expected
marginal productivity in the complex task for agents with the threshold signal

B Bˆequals the marginal productivity in the simple task, but sincep(u (p), p ),
W Wˆp(u (p), p ) the expected marginal products for each group can be depicted as in

Fig. 3 with a downwards jump at the threshold for groupB and an upwards jump
for group W. The graph illustrates that profitable ‘within group’ deviations are
possible if workers are paid according to their expected marginal products. The

7Uniqueness of solutions to (8) is established by a simplevariation of the argument in the proof of
Lemma 1.
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Fig. 3. A profitable deviation from paying marginal products.

proposed deviation is illustrated by the thicker lines in Fig. 3 and the idea is that a
firm could raid the other firm(s) for low-paid workers currently in the complex
task. By choosing the ranges for the deviation appropriately the quantity of
workers from the group that are assigned to the simple task is held fixed, so output
is kept constant and the affirmative action constraint is unaffected. Since wage
payments are lower the deviation is profitable for the firm.

The equilibrium wage schedules are depicted in Fig. 4. While workers in the
simple task are no longer paid their marginal products, the average payment is the
marginal product, so firms break even in equilibrium. Intuitively it is as if the firm

Bpays the marginal products to ‘composite workers’ consisting of a fractionl of
WB-workers and a fractionl of W-workers.

Given the equilibrium wages the rest of the equilibrium characterization is as
without the policy. The incentives to invest are

Fig. 4. Equilibrium wage schedules under affirmative action.
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ˆdy(r p , 1)s d J J JJ Jˆ ˆ ˆ]]]H p 5 p(u (p),p )(F (u (p))2F (u (p))s d q u≠C 3
1

J
1 E p(u,p )( f u 2 f u ) du , (11)s d s dq u 4

Jû (p )

J Jand p is an equilibrium if and only if p 5G(H (p)) for J 5B, W. Any
non-discriminatory equilibrium in the basic model is an equilibrium also under
affirmative action since the unconstrained task assignment rules satisfy the

B Waffirmative action constraint whenp 5p . However, the symmetric equilibria
exist with and without the policy so this simple fact is only interesting if the
discriminatory equilibria are eliminated by affirmative action. In general this is not
the case:

B WProposition 5. For any given y, f , f , l and l there exists a distributionq u

function G such that the model with affirmative action has an equilibrium in which
group B is discriminated.

B WProof. If p 5 0 and 0,p , 1 we observe from (9) together with (11) that
B W W W JH (0, p )5 0,H (0, p ). It is straightforward to verify thatH is continuous

W B B Wat (0, p ) for J 5B, W, so there existsp .0 such that 0,p ,p , 1 and
B B B W W B W(H is initially increasing) 0,H (p , p ),H (p , p ). It should be clear

from Fig. 5 that one can find a strictly increasing functionG such thatG 0 . 0,s d

Fig. 5. Three distributions supporting given fractions of investors as an equilibrium.
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B B W B W B W W B WG(H (p , p ))5p and G(H (p , p )))5p , so that (p , p ) is an
B W 8equilibrium in the economy with fundamentalshy, f , f , (l , l ), Gj. hq u

4.1. Affirmative action may make the discriminated group worse off

In our model, affirmative action may defeat the purpose of redistributing
towards the discriminated group. The general intuition for this can be understood
from Fig. 4. With affirmative action, the equilibrium wages are the solid lines and
without affirmative action wages are given by marginal products. When the policy
is introduced the wage is pushed down in the simple task; unless the factor ratio
increases significantly it is then evident that the expected earnings for a worker in
the discriminated group decrease. This effect may be moderated by increased
investments, but if such response is small the workers in the discriminated group
are made worse off by the policy.

For simplicity we consider a discrete cost distribution where there is a fractionb
]of workers with investment costc 5 0, a fractiong with c 5c .0 and a fraction

] ]] ] ]12b 2g with c 5c, where c ,c (see Fig. 6). The argument can be easily
extended to strictly increasing distributions.

WFrom the optimality conditions to (2) one shows that for any fixedp . 0 there
existse . 0 such that all workers from groupB will be assigned to the simple task

Bif p ,e. Workers in groupB then face a constant wage equal to the marginal
product of labor in the simple task. Assuming that both types of labor are essential

B WFig. 6. A simple distribution that supports (p , p )5 (b, b 1g ) as an equilibrium.

8 B BTo strengthen this to a genericity result one can show that any distributionG* with G*(H (p ,
W B W B W W

p )),p andG*(H (p , p ))).p still admits an equilibrium with discrimination. The argument
uses an extension of Proposition 3 to the model with affirmative action and implies that an open set of
distributions (for example in sup-norm) admits a discriminatory equilibrium.
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for production then some workers from groupW must be assigned to the complex
task. Hence, the wage for groupW is strictly increasing in the signal above an
interior threshold and translating this into incentives to invest this means that

B B W W B W B BI (p , p )5 0, I (p , p ) for p sufficiently small. Thus, ifb 5p and
W B W

g 5p 2b it follows that (p , p )5 (b, b 1g ) is an equilibrium in the model
W B W]without affirmative action given thatc is in between 0 andB (p , p ).

]Moreover, forb small enough and for the right choice ofc this is an equilibrium
B B W Balso with affirmative action. This follows sinceH (p , p ) → 0 asp → 0 while

W B W W W BH (p , p ) → H (0, p ).0 asp → 0 (see (10) and (9)). Hence there exists
B B Wsome b . 0 such that 05 I (b, b 1g ),H (b, b 1g ),min I (b, b 1g ),h

W B WH (b, b 1g ) . As is illustrated in Fig. 6 this implies that (p , p )5 (b, b 1g )j
]is an equilibrium both with and without the affirmative action policy ifc is chosen

B W Win betweenH (b, b 1g ) and the minimum ofI (b, b 1g ) and H (b, b 1g )
]]and if c is sufficiently large.

Without affirmative action, workers in groupB are paid the marginal productivi-
ty in the simple task,≠y(r p , 1) /≠S, which is strictly positive. Under affirmatives d

B ˆaction, w u #≠y(r p , 1) /≠C p(1, b ) for all u. The right hand side of thiss d s d
inequality approaches zero whenb → 0, so for b small enough the policy
decreases the expected utility for all agents in groupB.

4.2. How are incentives changed by affirmative action?

Inspecting Fig. 4 it seems obvious that incentives to invest are strengthened
(reduced) for the discriminated (dominant) group when the policy is introduced.
Competitive wages under affirmative action are depicted by the thick lines, while
without the policy workers would be paid≠y /≠S up to the point where≠y /≠S 5

Jpsu, p d ≠y /≠C and then the expected marginal product in the complex task.
However, this naive comparison of equilibrium wages with and without the policy
may go wrong for several reasons: the factor ratio may change (for fixed
investments), investment behavior changes and there are in general several
equilibria with different degrees of group inequality both with and without the
policy.

To deal with the multiplicity of equilibria we compare ‘worst case scenarios’.
Defining the most discriminatory equilibrium as the equilibrium in which the

9difference in the fraction of investors is the largest we can show that affirmative
action improves incentives and increases the fraction of investors in the discrimi-
nated group if some regularity conditions hold and the discriminated group is
small enough.

9One shows that such an equilibrium is also the equilibrium in which the fraction of investors in the
discriminated (dominant) group is smallest (largest) by using Proposition 3 and its analogue for the
model with affirmative action.
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This result is trivial if the model allows an equilibrium with all agents in a
group assigned to the simple task in the absence of affirmative action (then no
qualifiers on group size are needed), but holds also when there is no such
equilibrium, given that the ‘direct effect’ (holding investments constant) of the
policy is to reduce the disparity in incentives. One sufficient condition for this is to
assume that the discriminated group is a small enough fraction of the workforce,
so that the change in the factor ratio is negligible.

B WProposition 6. Let (p , p ) be the most discriminatory equilibrium in the model
B Wˆ ˆwithout affirmative action and let (p , p ) be the most discriminatory equilib-

rium in the model with affirmative action, where group B is the discriminated
B B Bˆgroup in both cases. Then p ,p if l is sufficiently small.

Complementarities between groups tend to strengthen the immediate effect of
the policy, which is to improve incentives for the discriminated group and reduce
them for the other group. The basic intuition may then be seen from Fig. 4. When

B
l is small the partial equilibrium effect of affirmative action on wages for group
B for fixed fractions of investment is close to the naive comparison between paying
marginal products and the affirmative action wages. The reason is that the
affirmative action constraint will be met mainly by adjusting the threshold for the
small group. Since the shadow cost of respecting the constraint becomes negligible

Bas l goes to zero, the effect on the factor ratio as well as the effect on
equilibrium wages for the big group are negligible. One can then use the negative
cross-group externality on incentives established in Proposition 3 to conclude that
the general equilibrium effects tend to strengthen the partial equilibrium effect of
removing affirmative action, implying that the fraction of investors in the
discriminated group is higher with affirmative action when comparing the most
discriminatory equilibrium under each regime.

There are other ways to guarantee that the effects due to changes in the factor
ratio are small enough and Proposition 6 holds true for all of these. For example, if
the production technology is linear, then the marginal productivities are in-
dependent of the factor ratio and the result holds irrespective of the relative size of
the discriminated group.

4.3. Affirmative action may have the desired effect

In this example we show that it is indeed possible that affirmative action
removes equilibria with discrimination and that the target group may be made
better off. Suppose that a fractionp* invests in both groups. Inspecting the
equilibrium wages we see that the wage schedules then will be identical across
groups in both cases (no reason to discriminate if the fraction of qualified workers
is the same for both groups) and also the same across policy regimes (wages
unaffected when the affirmative action constraint does not bind). The incentives to
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B W W Winvest must therefore satisfyI (p*, p*) 5 I (p*, p*) 5H (p*, p*) 5H (p*,
p*). Now suppose that the cost function is of the same form as in the previous
example and letp* 5b 1g and again consider Fig. 6. Compared to the situation

B Wwhen sp , p d5 (b, b 1g ) we know that the benefit of investment with both
B W 10groups investing at rateb 1g is somewhere in betweenH andI in the figure.

It is then immediate that if the cost distribution is changed so thatc is moved to
]B B Wthe left ofH in the graph thensp , p d5 (b, b 1g ) is no longer an equilibrium

under the affirmative action regime, while it remains an equilibrium without
affirmative action. With affirmative action the only remaining equilibrium is where
a fractionb 1g of the workers invest in each group and since agents in groupB
each has as a feasible option to invest as in the discriminatory equilibrium a simple
revealed preference argument establishes that they are better off in the symmetric
equilibrium.

5. Discussion: real world affirmative action and quotas

In the public debate on affirmative action, proponents often claim that they are
in favor of affirmative action, but that they don’t want quotas, and often even that
the policy has nothing to do with quotas. One may therefore ask whether our
analysis is of any relevance for this real world quota-free affirmative action policy
that most proponents claim to be in favor of.

We view this part of the debate as mainly semantic. One interpretation of what
is at stake is that proponents identify quotas with rigid numerical goals as opposed
to more flexible ways of trying to increase representation of minorities in target
areas. However, it is hard to understand what would be the distinction between
affirmative action and simply trying to make sure that civil rights legislation isn’t

11violated if there would be no numerical targets involved. Moreover, there is
ample evidence that courts are using statistical information as evidence for
discrimination in a way that, assuming that possible defendants are rational and
foresee this, creates incentives for use of numerical targets. The recent highly
publicized cases of racial profiling in police work is an obvious example and there
are lots of examples where promotion frequencies for different racial groups have
been used as evidence of unequal treatment.

Hence, we do not view the fact that we model affirmative action as a quota as a
shortcoming of the analysis. However, what arguably is a weakness is that we
need to impose a quota in both tasks. If we would remove the quota in the simple
task, the equilibrium would have to be immune against all the deviations that are

10This follows from Proposition 3 and the analogous result for the affirmative action regime, which
is established in exactly the same way as Proposition 3.

11See Bergman (1996) for a more complete discussion of this. Arguing in favor of affirmative action,
Bergman makes a rather convincing case that the policy must involve quotas to have any impact.
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possible in the model with quotas in both tasks. For this reason, the equilibrium
conditions in Proposition 4 are still necessary conditions for an equilibrium. But,
with no quota in the simple task there is an obvious deviation — attract more
workers from the cheap discriminated group and get rid of workers from the
expensive group. We conclude from this that an equilibrium fails to exist, at least
in pure strategies.

We concur that it would be nice to be able to handle a quota in the complex task
only. Still, quotas in both tasks is not as outlandish as one may first think when
interpreting the quotas as arising from a fear of lawsuits. Then evidence of the
form that there isx% blacks in management, while other jobs havey% blacks may
be bad for the firm, thereby effectively creating a quota also for lower end jobs.

6. Concluding remarks

This paper provides a framework where the effects of affirmative action on
wages can be studied. Besides being theoretically more satisfactory than a model
with exogenous wages, this makes it possible to study distributional consequences
of affirmative action.

Our most striking finding is that affirmative action mayincrease the inequality
between groups. The reason for this is that the partial equilibrium effect of
affirmative action typically is to reduce the wage in the unskilled job for the
discriminated group and increase the wage in the unskilled job for the other group.
Changes in investment behavior tend to mitigate the partial equilibrium effects, but
nothing guarantees that the response in terms of changes in human capital
investments are large enough to reverse the initial effect.

The same effects on wages that create perverse distributional effects tend to
create the desired effects on incentives. A color blind equilibrium is not
guaranteed, but the partial equilibrium effect is typically to increase the incentives
for the disadvantaged group. Comparisons between regimes are complicated by the
multiplicity of equilibria, but comparing worst case scenarios we find that
incentives are improved by affirmative action. Our analysis therefore suggests that
one may want to worry less about the possibility of perverse effects of incentives
and more about the possibility that affirmative action may harm the intended
beneficiaries.
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Appendix A. Proofs

While not necessary for the result we make the argument for two firms only and,
when this simplifies the argument, we assume that for eachu where firms offer the
same wage each firm gets a fraction 1/2 of the qualified as well as the unqualified
workers with that signal.

JIn the proofs we adopt the convention thatt (u ) is the fraction of workers with
signalu employed in the complex task. To economize on space we also define

J J Jf (u );p f u 1 (12p )f u and F u ;pF u 1s12p dF u .J s d s d s d s d s dp q u p q u

Proof of Proposition 1

A.1.1. Sufficiency

B W JProof. Let su p , u p d be a solution to problem (2) and for eachJ let t be thes d s d
J Jtask-assignment rule with thresholdu p andw u ; p be defined by (3). Supposes d s d

one firm deviates from the strategy specified in Proposition 1 and plays an
B W B W Jalternative strategyw , w , t , t . Also, letf : 0, 1 → 0, 1 be the aggregateh j f g f gd d d d

Jworkers’ acceptance rule, so thatf u [ 0, 1 is the fraction of the workers froms d f g
group J with signalu that picks the deviating firm given that the other firm sticks
to the supposed equilibrium strategy. We immediately note that sequential

J Jrationality on behalf of the workers implies thatw u $w u ; p for all u suchs d s dd
Jthat f u . 0, implying that the total wage costs for the deviating firm musts d

satisfy

J J J J J JW 5O l E f u w u f u du $O l E f u w u,p f u duJ Js d s d s d s d s d s dd d p p
J J

≠y r p , 1s s d dJ J J ]]]$O l E 12 t u f u f u du (A.1)s d Js d s d s dd p≠SJ
u[ 0,1f g

≠y r p , 1s s d dJ J J J]]]1O l E t u f u psu,p d f u duJs d s d s dd p≠CJ
u[[0,1]

≠y r p , 1 ≠y r p , 1s s d d s s d d
]]] ]]]5 S 1 C , (A.2)d d≠S ≠C
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Jwhere the second inequality uses thatw u ; p 5maxh≠y r p , 1 /≠S, ≠y r p ,s d s s d d s s d
J1 /≠C psu, p dj and whered

J J JS 5O l E 12 t u f u f u du ands d Js d s d s dd d p
J

u[ 0,1f g

J J J JC 5O l E t u f u psu,p d f u duJs d s d s dd d p
J

u[ 0,1f g

J J J J
5O l E t u f u p f u du (A.3)s d s d s dd q

J
u[ 0,1f g

are the effective factor inputs in the two tasks under the deviation. We now letC
and S denote the factor inputs for the deviating firm in the proposed equilibrium
and note that the profit from the deviation satisfies

≠y C, S ≠y C, Ss d s dd d]]] ]]]P 5 y C , S 2W # y C, S 1 sS 2 Sd1 sC 2Cd2Ws ds dd d d d d≠S ≠C

≠y r p , 1 ≠y r p , 1s s d d s s d dd d]]] ]]]5 S 1 C 2W 50, (A.4)d≠S ≠C

by using homogeneity of degree zero in the first derivatives and Eulers’ theorem.
Hence, the deviation is not profitable and since the deviation was arbitrary it
follows that the conditions in Proposition 1 are sufficient for an equilibrium.h

A.1.2. Necessity

Proof. We proceed by successively ruling out different possibilities. Since
complete deviation arguments are heavy in notation we only sketch some of the
most intuitive steps, but complete proofs of these steps are available in Moro and
Norman (1999).

Step 1. The first step is to verify that any equilibrium task assignment rule must be
characterized by a threshold for each group, where a worker is assigned to the
complex task if and only if the signal is above the group-specific threshold. The
argument uses the strict monotone likelihood property off u /f u to establish thats d s dq u

any rule that deviates from a threshold rule on a measurable subset of [0, 1] is
dominated by a threshold rule, since it is possible to increase the effective input of
labor in both tasks when task assignments are not following a threshold rule.

Step 2. Next, one establishes that both firms must offer the same wages to both
groups for almost allu. The reason is that the firm that offers the higher wages
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over some set with positive measure could deviate by offering, say, the average
wage. This change wouldn’t affect the distribution of available workers, so the
firm could keep output constant and reduce wages, a profitable deviation (there is a
subtle issue ignored in this seemingly obvious argument that is discussed in Step 3
below).

Step 3. In this proof we will simply assert that since wages are the same almost
everywhere, each firm faces a distribution of workers that is a scaling of the
population distribution. One way to make sense of this is to build into the model
that tie-breaking rules cannot be conditioned on whether the worker is qualified or
not (there are more fundamental rationalizations of this). The more purist view is
to allow workers to break ties arbitrarily, except that the aggregate rules must
continue to be measurable. This would for example allow qualified workers to
break ties in favor of firm 1 and unqualified workers to break ties in favor of firm
2. However, it is intuitively plausible that tie-breaking rules that generate a
favorable selection for one firm over an interval couldn’t be part of an equilibrium.
This intuition is right and the reader can consult Moro and Norman (2001) for a
detailed proof that shows that no equilibrium can have workers breaking ties in a
way so that the way ties are broken provides any information to the firms.

Step 4. Given that each firm faces a scaling of the population distribution each
firm faces a problem which is equivalent with (2) when deciding how to optimally
assign workers to tasks, implying that any equilibrium task assignments must be in
accordance to a solution to this problem. This completes the proof of the necessity
of the equilibrium task assignment rules in Proposition 1.

Step 5. It remains to show that equilibrium wages must be in accordance to (3).
The first step in this argument is to show that equilibrium wages must satisfy
natural arbitrage conditions guaranteeing that the price of an ‘effective unit’ of
labor is independent of the signals in the range where workers are assigned to a
particular signal. To show this in the simple task, we need to demonstrate that

J J J Jthere exists somek such that w u 5 k for (almost) all u #u p . Fors d s dS i S

contradiction, suppose that there exist somek, somed . 0 and setsQ , Q # [0,L H
J J J

u p ] with positive measure such thatw u # k 2d for all u [Q and w u 2s d s d s di L i
B W B Wk $ 0 for all u [Q for group J. Consider a deviationw , w , t , t by firm ih jH d d d d

where

Jw u 1 e for u [Qs di L
J 0 foru [Qw u 5 . (A.5)s d Hd 1 Jw u otherwises di

For simplicity we assume that each firm gets 1/2 of the workers with each signal.
We can handle other possibilities, but only with some additional notation. By
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continuity of f we may w.l.o.g. assumee f u du 5 e f u du . 0,J J Js d s dp u[Q p u[Q pL H

which implies (given that half of the workers is in each firm) that the input of both
factors remains constant if task assignments are unchanged, which we assume. The
change in the profit is thus just the negative of the change in wage payments,

1 J J]DP e 5 E w u f u du 2 E w u 1 2e f u duJ s d Js d s d s d s d s di p i p2 F G
u[Q u[QH L

d
]S D$ 2 c E f u du (A.6)Js dp2

u[QL

Since lim DP e . 0 the deviation is profitable fore small enough.s de→0

Step 6. In the complex task the situation is similar, but the wage must be equal
‘per efficiency unit’ meaning that it should be proportional to the probability of

J J Jbeing qualified. Hence, there existsk such thatw u 5 p u, p k for almost alls d s dC i C
J

u [fu p , 1g. The proof mimics the argument used in Step 5.s d

Step 7. Next we show that the wage scheme must be continuous for each group. If
task assignments are in a corner solution for a group this follows from Steps 5 and

J J J J J6, so we need to establish thatk 5 p(u (p), p )k wheneveru p [ (0, 1).s dS C

Again the proof is by contradiction and exploits the discontinuity to generate a
J J J Jprofitable deviation. Supposek . p(u (p),p )k . We construct a deviation suchS C

that output is unchanged but with a lower wage bill implying higher profits. For
J J Jexample consideru * small enough so thatpsu *, p dk , k :C S

0 foru [ [0,u 9)
J JJ w u 1 e for u [ [u (p),u *)s dw u 5s dd 5 Jw (u ) otherwise

0 foru [ [0,u 0)Jt (u )5 . (A.7)Hd 1 foru [ [u 0, 1]

Jwhere u 9 solve F u 9 5F u * 2F (u p ) and u 0 solve F u 0 2J J J Js d s d s d s dp p p p
J JF (u p )5 (F u * 2F (u p )) /2. The definition ofu 9 implies that the massJ J Js d s d s dp p p

of workers hired by the firm is unchanged andu 0 is set so that the input of simple
labor is unchanged. The change in the input of complex labor under the deviation

J Jis p (F u * 2 2F u 0 1F (u (p))) /2 and some algebra shows that this change iss d s dq q q

positive. Thus, output increases and the difference in profits must be larger than
the reduction in wage costs which is

u * u *

1 1J J J] ]DP e 5 k F u 9 2 E psu,p dk f u du 2 E ef u du. (A.8)J J Js d s d s d s dS p C p p2 2
J Ju spd u spd
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The first term inDP e is the wage saving for not hiring workers withu [ [0, u 9].s d
JThe second is the additional wages paid for attracting workers withu [ [u (p),

J J J J
u *] from the other firms. Recall thatpsu, p dk , k for u [ (u , u *) andC S

J J u J u* *F u 9 5F u * 2F (u ). Thus, k F u 9 5 e (p) k f u du /2. e (p)J J J J J J Js d s d s d s dp p p S p u S p u
J Jpsu, p dk f u du /2, so lim DP e . 0, implying that there aree . 0 suchJs d s dC p e→0

J J J Jthat the deviation is profitable. The case withk . p(u (p), p )k can be treatedS C

symmetrically.

J JStep 8. It remains to show thatk 5≠y r p , 1 /≠S and k 5≠y r p , 1 /≠C fors s d d s s d dS C
J J J J Jeach groupJ. To see this letC 5p 12F su p d and S 5F su p d be theJs d s ds dq p

per capita input of labor attributable to groupJ in each task and note that constant
returns allows to express output in the economy as

≠y r p , 1 ≠y r p , 1s s d d s s d dJ J J]]] ]]]F Gy C, S 5O l C 1 S . (A.9)s d
≠C ≠SJ

Total wage costs (summed over the firms) in the economy are

J JW5O l E w u f u duJs d s dpF G
J

u

Ju spd 1

J J J J
5O l E k f u du 1 E k psu,p d f u duJ Js d s dS p C p3 4J

J0 u spd

J J J J J
5O l k S 1 k C (A.10)f gS C

J

Hence the profit for a firm is a scaling of

≠y r p , 1 ≠y r p , 1s s d d s s d dJ J J J J]]] ]]]FS D S D GP 5O l 2 k C 1 2 k S , (A.11)C S≠C ≠SJ

which means that a failure of the result would mean that a firm would have an
J Jincentive to change eitherC or S , contradicting the optimality of the task

assignment rules which was established in Step 4.h

A.2. Proof of Lemma 1

Proof. Transform problem (2) to the equivalent problem

W W B B W W B Bmax ysl C 1l C , l S 1l S d
J Jh jC , S J5B, W

J J Jsubject to. 0#HsC , S ; p d
J J

p 2CJ J J J 21 ]]]5p 2C 2 S 1s12p dF FS S DDu q J
p

for J 5B, W (A.12)
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Using the monotone likelihood ratio one shows thatH is concave, so the constraint
set is convex. Strict quasi-concavity of the objective thus guarantees that the

B Wsolution must be unique. The one exception is (potentially) ifp 5p 50 in
B Wwhich caseC 5C 50 in any feasible solution. Ify 0, S 50 for all S .0 theres d

will then be (trivial) multiplicity. h

A.3. Proof of Proposition 4

A.3.1. Sufficiency

B W B W JProof. Consider a deviationw , w , t , t . Let f : 0, 1 → 0, 1 be theh j f g f gd d d d

aggregate workers’ acceptance rule given a unilateral deviation from the assumed
Jequilibrium, so thatf u [ 0, 1 is the fraction of the workers from groupJ withs d f g

signal u that picks the deviating firm given that the other firm sticks to the
supposed equilibrium strategy. We also letC, S andC , S denote the factor inputsd d

in the candidate equilibrium and under the deviation, respectively. Due to constant
ˆreturns we have that≠y(C, S) /≠C 5≠y(r(p), 1) /≠C and sequential rationality on

J J J Jˆ ˆbehalf of the workers implies thatw (u )$w (u ; p )$ p(u, p ) ≠y(r(p), 1) /≠CdJ Jˆfor all u [ [u (p), 1] such thatf u . 0. Total wage payments to workerss d
Cemployed in the complex task under the deviation,W are thusd

C J J JW 5 O E t (u )f u w u f u dus d s d s dd d d pF G
J5B, W

u

ˆ≠y(r(p), 1) J J J]]]$ O E t (u )f u p(u,p )f u dus d s dd pF G≠C J5B, W
u

ˆ ˆ≠y(r(p), 1) ≠y(r(p), 1)J J J]]] ]]]5 O E t (u )f u p f u du 5 C (A.13)s d s dd q dF G≠C ≠CJ5B, W
u

Similarly, for workers employed in the simple task after the deviation we have that
JJ J Jˆˆ ˆw (u )$w (u ; p)$ p(u (p), p )(≠y(r(p),1) /≠C), so total wage paymentstod

workers in the simple task under the deviation are

S J J JW 5 O E (12 t (u ))f u w u f u dus d s d s dd d d pF G
J5B, W

u

ˆ≠y(r(p), 1) J J J Jˆ]]]$ O E p(u (p),p )(12 t (u ))f u f u dus d s dd pF G≠C J5B, W
u

ˆ≠y(r(p), 1) J J Jˆ]]]5 O p(u (p),p )S , (A.14)d≠C J5B, W

Jwhere S is the mass of groupJ workers employed in the simple task. Thed
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Jdeviation must respect the affirmative action constraint which implies thatS 5d
J

l S , sod

ˆ ˆ≠y(r(p), 1) ≠y(r(p), 1)JS J Jˆ]]] ]]]W $ O p(u (p),p )S 5 Sd d d≠C ≠CJ5B, W

ˆ≠y(r(p), 1)J J Jˆ ]]]3 O p(u (p),p )l 5 S , (A.15)d ≠SJ5B, W

where the last equality comes from the first order condition (10). The profits under
the deviation are thus

ˆ ˆ≠y(r(p), 1) ≠y(r(p), 1)
]]] ]]]P # y(C , S )2 C 2 S #0, (A.16)d d d d d≠C ≠C

where the last inequality comes from using concavity and constant returns ony(C ,d

S ) exactly in the same way as in the necessity part in the end of the proof ofd

Proposition 1.

A.3.2. Necessity
The proof proceeds ruling out different possibilities as the proof of the necessity

part in Proposition 1.

Steps 1–5. These steps are identical as in the proof of Proposition 1 and therefore
omitted.

Step 6. We could get to the point where we know that both firms post the same
JJ J Jˆˆwages and thatw u 5 k over [0,u p ] for some constantk for each group bys d s dS S

replicating the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 1. The reason is that
all these arguments leave the affirmative action constraint unaffected. As in the

J J Jˆmodel without the policy we will now show thatw u 5 p(u, p )k for somes d C
Jconstantk for u, but the argument used in Step 6 in the proof of Proposition 1C

cannot be applied here because deviation (A.5) in general affects the affirmative
action constraint. We therefore proceed by constructing a deviation that keeps the
affirmative action constraint satisfied.

We prove the argument for continuous wage schemes (since measurable
functions can be well approximated by continuous functions, the argument can be
extended to arbitrary measurable wage functions, but it involves some tedious
approximations and is therefore omitted; the complete proof is available from the
authors).

J J J JSuppose thatw are continuous, which implies thatw 5w 5w exactly in anyi 1 2

equilibrium. If the claim is false for one group, which we without loss take to be
B Bgroup B, then w ( ? ) /p( ? , p ) must be either decreasing or increasing at some

B ]B B B Bˆpoint u * .u which means that there is some scalarh and intervals (u , u ),h h]]B B B B B B B B(u , u ) such thatw (u ) /p(u, p ). h .w (u 9) /p(u 9, p ) for eachu [ (u ,l l h] ]W] ]B B B W ˆu ), u 9[ (u , u ). Similarly, there will also be some pointu * .u and someh l l]
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] ]W W W W W Wscalarh such that there are intervals (u , u ), (u , u ) such thatw (u ) /p(u,h h l l] ]] ]W W W W W W W W
p )$ h $w (u 9) /p(u 9, p ) for eachu [ (u , u ), u 9[ (u , u ). Further-h h l l] ]] B Wu uh hmore, we may construct the intervals such thate f u du 5 e f u du andB B W Ws d s du p u p] h hB W ] ]u ul le f u du 5 e f u du and, which is important, we may without lossB B W Ws d s du p u pl l] ]] ]J J J J J J J* *assume that eitheru 5u 5u or u 5u 5u (depending on whetherw ( ? ) /h l l h] ]Jp( ? , p ) is decreasing or increasing). First consider the deviation

]J J0 if u [ (u , u )h hJ ]w (u )5 J 5B, W. (A.17)Hdev Jw (u ) otherwise

By construction of the intervals, these wages satisfy affirmative action if the task
assignments are unchanged relative to the candidate equilibrium (cut-off rule with

] JJ J u Jhˆthresholdsu ). Letting DC 5 2l e p f u du (literally, the right hand sideJ s du qh] B Wshould be divided by 2, but 1/2 would appear in all terms),DC 5DC 1DC , C
and S be the initial factor inputs, the change in profits may be expressed as

] JJ u JhDp 5 y C 1DC, S 2 y C, S 2l e w u f u du. Dividing by DC we getJ J u us d s d s d s du ph]
that

] Ju h

J JO l E w u f u duJs d s dp
J

JDp y C 1DC, S 2 y C, S us d s d h]]] ]]]]]]] ]]]]]]]5 1
DC DC DCu u u u u u

] Ju h

J J JO l E h psu,p d f u duJs dp
J

Jy C 1DC, S 2 y C, S us d s d h]]]]]]]] ]]]]]]]]. 1
DC DCu u u u

J Ju uO h DC
y C 1DC, S 2 y C, Ss d s d J
]]]]]]] ]]]5 1 , (A.18)

DC DCu u u u

J Jwhere we have used thatpsu, p d f u 5p f u . If the limit of integration whichJs d s dp q
J*corresponds tou is kept fixed for each group and the other limits (the upper

J J J Jwhen w ( ? ) /p( ? ,p ) is increasing and the lower whenw ( ? ) /p( ? , p ) is
J*decreasing) approachu in such a way so that the affirmative action constraint

holds along the sequence we can use l’Hopitals rule to verify that

B B BB *l p f (u )uDC u q
]] ]]]]]]]]]]]→ ; f *BuDCu *f (u )pBB B B W W W ]]]* *l p f (u )1l p f (u )q q W*f (u )pB

and that

Dp B W]lim . 2 y C, S 1 h f * 1 h 12 f * . (A.19)s d s d1DCDC→0
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Next, we instead consider the ‘opposite’ deviation where instead of firing high
paid workers the firm steal low paid workers from the other firm,

]J J Jw u 1d if u [ (u , u )s d l lJ ]w (u )5 J 5B,W. (A.20)Hdev Jw (u ) otherwise

]B J JWe can repeat the same steps as above to get thatDC /DC → f * as u →u inh h]
such a way so that the affirmative action constraint holds along the sequence and
that

Dp B W]lim . y C, S 2 h f * 2 h 12 f *s d s d1DCDC→0

Bf uBs dp lB B W W ]]]]l f (u )1l f (u )B Wp l p l W] ] f uWs dp l]]]]]]]]]]]2d Bf uBs dp lB B B W W W ]1 2]]]l p f (u )1l p f (u )q l q l W] ] f uWs dp l]
B W→ y C, S 2 h f * 2 h 12 f * asd → 0. (A.21)s d s d1

Combining (A.19) and (A.21) we have that if neither deviation is profitable for any
] ]B B B W B
u (u ).0, then 2 y C, S 1 h f * 1 h 12 f * , 0 and y C, S 2 h f * 2s d s d s dh l 1 1

Wh 12 f * , 0, which is a contradiction.s d

JˆStep 7. Wages must be continuous atu (p) for each group, which is established
using a deviation argument as that in the main text when we show that expected
marginal products are no longer consistent with equilibrium.

J ˆStep 8. We now argue thatk 5≠y(r(p), 1) /≠C in any equilibrium. The key ideaC

here is that there is a difference between the quantity of workers hired and their
effective input of labor. That is, if one group is paid below the expected marginal
productivity and the other above (if both groups are either under or overpaid it
would pay to reallocate labor to or from the simple task) it would pay to deviate in
such a way that only workers with relatively low signals would be attracted from
the overpaid group and only workers with relatively high signals would be
attracted from the underpaid group. Such a deviation increases the effective input
of labor from the cheap group and decreases it from the expensive group and is

Jprofitable due to the fact that wages are proportional top(u, p ).
JJ ˆUsing Steps 1–6, the total wage costs for workers from groupJ is k [ p(u ,CJ JJ Jˆ ˆp )F (u )1 12F (u )], which is strictly increasing ink . To show that a wageJp q C

J Bschedule withk ± y (C, S) cannot be an equilibrium, we suppose thatk . y (C,C 1 C 1
WS), which by zero profits impliesk , y (C, S). We will construct a deviation thatC 1

deals only with workers assigned to the complex task, building on the observation
that the cost of labor per productive worker is higher in groupB than in groupW.
We substitute high test workers in groupB with low test workers (as in Step 6)
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and keep the number of workers employed in the skilled task constant. This
reduces the input of qualified labor from groupB. Doing exactly the opposite in
the other groupW restores the original quantity of qualified workers. Furthermore,
the total wage costs are lower than in the candidate equilibrium while output is
kept constant and the affirmative action constraint is still satisfied. Formally,
consider the following deviation:

B B Bˆ 9w (u )1e for u [ [u ,u ]i
B Bw (u )5 *0 foru [ [u , 1]d 5 Bw (u ) otherwisei

W Wˆ 90 foru [ [u ,u ]
W WW *w (u )1e for u [ [u , 1]w (u )5 (A.22)id 5 Ww (u ) otherwisei

JB B W W J Jˆ9 * 9 * 9 *where u , u , u and, u satisfy u ,u ,u ,1, J 5B, W and are
BB B B ˆ9 * 9defined as follows. Firstly,u and u satisfy F (u )2F (u )5 12B Bp p

B W W* 9 *F (u ). Secondly,u andu satisfy the following equations:Bp

WW W *ˆ9F (u )2F (u )5 12F (u )W W Wp p p

B B1 u 1 u9 9B
lW W B B]3 E p f (u )2 E p f (u )5 E p f (u )2 E p f (u ) (A.23)q q W q q
l

W * W B* Bˆ ˆu u u u

BB ˆ9If u is close enough tou a solution to (A.23) exists. The first equation
guarantees that the number of employed workers remains constant, and the second
that the effective input of qualified workers and therefore also output is constant.
Thus, the change in profits is the change in wage costs,

Bu 19B B
l lB B] ]w(e)2w 5 E w (u )1e f (u ) du 2 E w (u )f (u ) dus d B Bi p i p2 2

B B*û u

Wu 19W W
l lW W] ]2 E w (u )f (u ) du 1 E w (u )1e f (u ) duW s d Wi p i p2 2

W W *û u

Bu 19
eW B B B B W W]5 k 2 k C 1 l E p f (u ) du 1l E p f (u ) du ,s dC C q q2 3 4

B W *û u

(A.24)

BB B 1 B u 9 BS DwhereC 5l /2 e p f (u )2 e p f (u ) ,0 is the loss of complex laborB Bˆu q u q*
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B Wfrom group B (2C is the additional input from groupW ). Since k , y (C,C 1
B BS), k andC ,0 the deviation is profitable fore small enough. hC

A.4. Proof of Proposition 6

B B B W B B Wˆ ˆ ˆ ˆProof. Let l be small enough so thatI (p , p ),H (p , p ). Now for
J J J ` BˆJ 5B, W let p 5p and construct the sequenceshp j by letting p be the0 t t50 t

B B B W Wsmallest solution top 5G(I (p , p )) and p be the largest solution tot t t21 t
W B B W B B

p 5G(I (p , p )) for t 5 1, 2, . . . . Fort 5 1 one verifies thatp ,p byt t21 t 1 0
B B Wˆ ˆusing the intermediate value theorem (G(I (p , p )) is below the diagonal and

W WG 0 is above). On the other handp may be larger or smaller thanp . Hence fors d 1 0

the next step we could potentially get a problem (we want to construct monotone
W Wˆsequences). However, if we instead letp 5p 2e it follows by continuity that0

B B B W W
p ,p for e sufficiently small and forl small enough we getp .p . For1 0 1 0

W W B Bt . 1 we see that ifp .p then it follows from Proposition 3 thatG(I (p ,t t21 t
W B B W B B W

p )),G(I (p , p ))5p and sinceG(I (0, p ))50 we can again apply thet t t21 t t
B Bintermediate value theorem to conclude thatp ,p (we are presuming thatt11 t

B B
p .G 0 : if for somet p 5G 0 , then the process stops and we have reached as d s dt t

corner equilibrium, a case where the result holds trivially). Similarly, we have that
B B W W Bif p ,p then p .p . Hence, p is a monotonically decreasingh jt t21 t11 t t

W Jsequence andhp j is a monotonically increasing sequence. Sincep [ 0, 1 forf gt t
B W* *eacht it follows that both sequences are converging to some limitsp , p ins d

B W* *0, 1 . Clearly, p , p is an equilibrium of the model without policy ands df g
B Bˆ*sincep ,p the result follows. h
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